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Restructuring VIII
Re: "Budget Restructuring VIII"

On March 30, 1999, Ed Ray, Executive Vice President and Provost, and Bill Shkurti, Senior Vice
President for Business and Finance, distributed the final version of "Budget Restructuring VIII," itself the
latest in a series of memoranda containing draft proposals for budget restructuring at Ohio State. This
version of "VIII" (as we shall call it) is especially significant, since it is intended to serve as a focal-point
for campus-wide discussions about budget restructuring that will inform the final recommendations Ed
and Bill hope to make before the end of the current academic year. It is also significant, though, because
it contains substantive revisions to the draft proposals made in "Budget Restructuring VII," revisions that
are responsive, we believe, to our own earlier suggestions about VII in our most recent report to Steering
("Preliminary Recommendations on Budget Restructuring," November 27, 1998).

In the present memo we propose to do three things: (i) summarize, very briefly, the principal concerns
with VII that were expressed in our most recent report to Steering; (ii) indicate how we feel about the
principal proposals contained in the final version of VIII, especially as these relate to our earlier concerns;
and (iii) indicate where we continue to have concerns with VIII, despite our basically very positive
attitude towards its principal recommendations.

I. Summary of principal concerns with "Budget Restructuring VII"

We had many, and some very serious, concerns with VII, as our report on that document tried to make
clear. Among the most important, however, were our concerns with (i) the formulaic approach to
revenue attribution that was recommended in VII; (ii) the lack of clarity (as we saw it) about how
revenues were actually to be allocated in the new system (once the formulaic but possibly still tentative
"attributions" had been made); and (iii) the meaning and point of "rebasing of base budgets" in the new
system. We found no convincing rationale for the particular attribution-formula recommended in VII, nor
did we find a convincing rationale for the general idea of a formulaic approach to actual revenue
allocations, details to one side. In addition, it seemed to us that there was a deep ambivalence in VII
about the question of how revenues would actually be allocated in the new system, and it seemed to us,
as well, that the suggestion that there would be "rebasing" of base budgets in the new system was an odd
(and, quite frankly, unintelligible) suggestion, given that the new system seemed to us to have no clear
place for the idea of permanent base budgets.



We expressed a number of other (in some cases very serious) concerns about VII, and we return to some
of these concerns in Section III below. The concerns just summarized, however, constituted a special
sub-set of the total set of our concerns, and hence we were especially anxious to see how these latter
worries would be handled, if at all, in Budget Restructuring VIII.

II. Overall Reaction to "Budget Restructuring VIII"

We believe that, overall, and in its core recommendations, VIII deals very well with the central concerns
with VII that were expressed in our previous report and that have been summarized above. It retreats
from the suggestion that revenues should be attributed in anything like a formulaic way, much less
actually distributed on a formulaic basis, and it explains clearly what the concept of "rebasing" will mean
in the new system. In fact, as we read VIII, it in effect adopts a number of the suggestions we took the
liberty of making, albeit somewhat obliquely, in our written response to VII.

In particular, we are pleased that VIII calls, as the first step in the new budgeting process, for serious
consideration, on the Provost's part, of the possibility of significantly rebasing college budgets--on the
basis, not of rigid formulae for revenue and cost attributions, but, rather, of a thoughtful analysis of
program quality, centrality, and contribution to institutional mission. To be sure, it is clear that revenue
and cost streams will be carefully monitored in the new system and that these will be borne in mind as the
Provost makes any rebasing decisions he eventually makes. This, we believe, is as it should be. The
bottom line, however, is that rebasing will be driven not by a set of algorithms, but by a complex set of
qualitative and quantitative considerations, and that for this reason it will be much closer to the sort of
rebasing process suggested in our response to VII.

We asked, in our response to VII, how a system that adopted an approach to rebasing like the one just
described, and in fact favored by us, could properly be called an "incentive-based" budgeting system, and
we suggested an answer to this question. Such a system could accurately be called an incentive-based
system, we noted, if either or both of the following were features of that system: (i) actual revenue
allocations, while not entirely a function of revenue-attribution formulae, were nonetheless sensitive in
various ways to the revenues actually brought in by each college; (ii) "new" revenues--i.e., revenues over
and above those set as target revenues for each college, in the rebasing process--were retained by
generating colleges at a fixed rate. We were pleased to see that both of these possible features of a
budgeting system are recommended in VIII as actual features of the system proposed in that document.
We believe that a system with these features can not only plausibly be called an incentive-based system,
but also that such a system will likely have the most desirable consequences of an incentive-based system,
while at the same time avoiding the least desirable consequences of such a system--e.g., too rigid a
reliance on enrollments and the revenues they bring in, unintended perverse incentives leading to
undesirable collegiate behavior, and so on.

As we indicate below, we continue to have serious concerns with certain aspects of the system
recommended in VIII. Despite these concerns, however, we are quite pleased, as we have already
indicated, by the changes just described, and we are, despite our continuing concerns, strongly supportive
of the general direction in which VIII suggests Ohio State should move at the present time.



One caveat, though, is in order, before we proceed to enumerate our continuing concerns. What we
support, and support strongly, is the spirit of the set of proposals summarized above: a serious review of
base budgets, informed by both qualitative and quantitative considerations; a serious commitment to
actually rebasing base budgets, if the review process supports doing so, as we expect in some cases it will
surely do; and a firm commitment to the principle of returning a significant portion of "new" revenues to
generating units, after fair revenue targets, and reasonable cost estimates, have been identified in the
rebasing review process. Nothing in what we say in the present report, our enthusiasm for the
fundamental features of VIII notwithstanding, should be taken as an expression of support for individual
features of VIII, should these be taken out of the context of the unified set of proposals that we have
supported in the past and that VIII appears to have adopted as its own. What's more, our support of the
core of VIII is conditional, as we hope will be obvious below, on a sincere attempt on the University's
part to deal in a serious way with the concerns we express in Section III, some of which, as we have
already indicated, are very serious concerns. We have no doubt that the University will indeed attempt to
address these concerns, in an honest way, and we look forward to seeing this happen. In the meantime,
we ask Steering to bear carefully in mind our request that the present report be seen as a holistic response
to what we see as a unified set of proposals. Should significant changes be made in those proposals, in
any new document emanating from Bricker Hall, changes would also have to be made in our response.

III.  Continuing concerns

1. Time-line for recommendations for rebasing of base budgets

VIII suggests that it may take as long as eighteen to twenty-four months for the Provost to make the
decisions that will be required before the rebasing process will be able to begin (see page 8; but note that
page 23 contains what is perhaps a somewhat different suggestion in this connection). We understand
that rebasing decisions will be difficult and that this is in any case a complicated and sensitive matter--one
that must be handled very carefully and with a maximum of information and consultation. Nonetheless,
eighteen to twenty-four months, if this is indeed the time-line VIII is proposing, seems to us a surprisingly
long time, given the urgency with which many of us view the need for at least a start on the rebasing
process. We are well aware that actual implementation of any rebasing decisions that are made will take a
good deal of time. However, we believe that the rebasing recommendations ought themselves to be able
to be made m a more timely way--say, within a twelve-month period, from start to finish. Should it turn
out that responsible decisions cannot, in the Provost's view, be made in this shorter period, he can of
course announce and explain this and act accordingly. Here we simply wish to urge that we at least begin
this process with the goal of making these critically important decisions in a more timely way.

2. Budget advisory committee

VIII suggests the creation of a budget advisory committee to work with the Provost in the rebasing
process and to oversee both the implementation of that process and the continuation of various other
(current) University budgeting activities (e.g., the Academic Enrichment and Selective Excellence
programs). While we feel very strongly that faculty, students, and staff have an important role to play in
any budgeting system the University adopts, we are not sure we support, because we are not sure we



understand, the proposal for an advisory committee of the sort discussed at several points in VIII. For
one thing, despite some useful changes in this proposal, from what was suggested in VII, we are still not
clear, nor do we feel VIII is clear, about exactly what the role of this committee will be. For another
thing, we continue to be worried by the fact that nothing is said about how the benefits to be expected
from such a committee, given a clearer statement of its role, can reasonably be expected to outweigh the
dangers inherent in the creation of such a committee--namely, that it will in the end serve, albeit
unintentionally, as yet another obstacle to serious rebasing of base budgets and serious progress in the
advance towards more rational uses of the University's limited resources. We feel that a great deal more
discussion is necessary, about the point and role of this committee, before we will be able to support the
creation of such a committee, even in principle.

3. Definition and measurement of "excellence," "centrality," and other qualitative concepts

While we feel strongly, as we have indicated above, that the rebasing process must rely critically, and
indeed primarily, on what are essentially non-quantifiable concepts, like "excellence," "centrality," and so
forth, we also believe that concepts like these must not be left utterly undefined and entirely without
associated measurement protocols, even if the latter are intended to be essentially heuristic and in the end
defeasible in the light of the Provost's considered judgments, after consultation with relevant parties
inside and outside of the University. As we noted in our response to VII, the University's "benchmarking"
and "strategic focus" initiatives, which were supposed to help with this problem, appear to have stalled
or, at any rate, to have fallen far behind the progress that has recently been made in moving the budget-
restructuring proposals forward. Since, as we argued in our earlier comments, the latter cannot, in our
opinion, move forward in a worthwhile way without progress on the former ("benchmarking"/"strategic
focus") front, we urge Steering to make it clear to the Provost that progress on this other front is now
crucial if a move into a new budgeting environment is to succeed in achieving the goals it is expected to
achieve.

4. Hard decisions and strength at the top; the possibility of academic restructuring

It is clear to all of us that the principal recommendations in VIII both require and assume that the central
administration, particularly in the persons of the President and the Provost, is prepared to make some
difficult decisions in the months ahead, decisions that will inevitably be unwelcome to some units while
being very welcome to others. Indeed, one of the inevitable consequences (and we would even say
"costs") of moving away from a reliance on formulae in the budgeting process is the need for even more
reliance than usual on the good sense and resolution, even amidst controversy and criticism, of the
Provost. We have no doubt that the current Provost is committed to making hard decisions and to
sticking to them despite predictable pressures to back away from them once they have been made and
must actually be implemented. Still, we feel it is incumbent upon us to point out that it will have been a
mistake to move away from a more mechanical, formulaic approach to rebasing, and to budgeting
generally, if in the end the central administration finds itself compelled to compromise or even cave in,
altogether, when the consequences of difficult decisions begin to be felt. Moving away from reliance on
mechanical distribution procedures means moving towards reliance on more "human" procedures, and the
latter, to work, must not only be based on wisdom, lots of information, and good sense, but also on
strength of character and a willingness to stay the course once the relevant, admittedly fallible decisions
have been made. We look to Steering, to the Senate, and to the University community generally, to



support the Provost, as he makes the difficult decisions he will have to make, and to make it clear to him
that we expect him to stick to such decisions despite the resistance they will inevitably meet.

A few words are appropriate, in connection with the preceding point, about the apparently very
controversial subject of academic restructuring--the possible elimination of certain academic units, that is;
reconfiguration of units--colleges, for example--into new, larger units; and so on. We have called, in all of
our previous reports, for serious consideration of the possibility of academic restructuring of this sort, as
the process of budget restructuring is begun. It is simply not clear, we have argued, that serious budget
restructuring can be achieved without at least the possibility of significant academic restructuring being
effected at the same time. Ed and Bill appear to believe that tying the budget restructuring process to a
serious attempt at academic restructuring would likely undermine, or at least unreasonably threaten the
success of, the budget restructuring process, and we are prepared to accept their judgment in this
connection at this time (though recent statements by Ed suggest that he may be moving a bit in our
direction on this issue). Nonetheless, we think it is important to remind Steering, and to remind Ed and
Bill, of our earlier concerns, and to ask everyone involved in the budget rebasing process to be mindful of
the fact that sooner or later significant academic restructuring is going to be necessary at Ohio State, at
least in our view, if significant progress is to be made in pursuit of the academic goals that budget
restructuring is expected to serve. The Provost called, recently, for the Senate's support in a process of at
least beginning to think about the changes that would be necessary, in the University's rules and
procedures, if academic restructuring is to be possible, if and when it is decided that it is needed. We
strongly support this call for Senate support and ask Steering to take the lead in identifying and effecting
the rules changes that will be needed in this connection.

5. Retention of "new revenues"

We have two very serious concerns about the recommendation concerning retention of a portion of
"new" revenues by revenue-generating academic units. First, we do not understand why new revenues
(revenues over and above the revenue "targets" that emerge from the rebasing process) will be taxed at
the same rate as is suggested for revenues generally: twenty-percent for "common goods" costs and the
fixed portion of "quasi-variable" costs, and five-percent for administrative overhead and central
initiatives. If, as we believe, the costs (to the University) that will be involved in the generation of new
revenues will be marginal, it is hard to understand how a return-rate to the University of twenty-five
percent can be justified. To be sure, VIII suggests that "at least" seventy-five percent of new revenues are
to be retained by the generating college, from which we infer that there is a distinct possibility that in the
end a larger percentage of new revenues will in fact be retained. We would be very pleased, though, if
either (a) a larger retention-rate were explicitly recommended at this time, or (b) a clear explanation were
given of how the very large portion of new revenues retained by the University will at least in principle be
used--for example, for the support of high-quality teaching and research initiatives, for the support of
units judged to be crucial to the University's mission but that are not entirely self-supporting, and so on
(certain interdisciplinary initiatives and Honors and Scholars activities being, we believe, especially good
examples of what we have in mind here). In the absence of guarantees of this sort, we believe that the
recommendations on the retention of new revenues are too vague to be acceptable, given the point about
marginal cost increases, in the generation of new revenues, noted above.

Our other concern in this connection is at least as important. While we strongly support the suggestion



that a category of "new" revenues should be defined in the new system, with a substantial portion of such
revenues earmarked for retention by the generating unit, we are concerned that very little has been said
about how "target" revenues for colleges will be set and hence how difficult or easy it will be, relatively
speaking, for colleges to break into the "new revenue" category. This is an especially pressing concern,
we believe, for colleges that do, and have historically done, a great deal of teaching--Arts and Sciences
colleges, for example, that are heavily invested in the teaching of courses required by the General
Education Curriculum. If the traditional enrollment levels for these colleges are simply taken for granted,
and associated "target" revenues for these colleges are correspondingly high, there will be little or no
chance for these colleges to generate legitimate "new" or "above-target" revenues and hence, given the
limits in such colleges of accessing other sources of funds, little or no chance for increased revenues in
the ordinary course of events. There will be little chance for increased revenues, that is, apart from those
that might be generated by an effort to increase enrollments in ways the system is not meant to encourage
(something that in fact appears to have happened at some institutions that have moved to a system of the
sort we are currently considering).

Though VIII is not explicit about this, we assume that collegiate revenue targets will be set as part of the
rebasing process. Our second concern above is thus a serious concern about a critical lack of detail in the
rebasing proposal, a concern we wish to express very strenuously, despite our strong in-principle support
for the rebasing proposal.

6. Budgets for centers

We are also concerned with the relative absence of discussion in VIII about the funding of
interdisciplinary research centers in the new budgetary environment. These concerns are connected with
those raised below about the lack of specifics on interdisciplinary research and teaching generally.
However, the problem of centers is sufficiently important, we believe, as to deserve mention in its own
right. (We refer here both to centers funded primarily by the University and to centers funded largely by
external sources. Despite obvious and important differences, centers of both sorts, as well as centers
funded with a significant "mix" of both sources of funds, will face similar challenges in the new system.)
Two problems, in particular, call out for attention, we believe, so far as centers are concerned, as we
enter the new budgeting system. One is the problem of avoiding negative incentives, and, whenever
possible, providing positive incentives, for effective cooperation between centers and traditional
departments. A system that allows departments to retain a significant portion of new revenues might well
encourage department chairs to be less willing to share department faculty with centers (especially centers
in other colleges), for interdisciplinary teaching, even though this is certainly not intended by the new
system. After all, if a department can teach, say, forty more students if the faculty member stays in the
department rather than teaching with others for a center, it is not clear that a responsible chair will be able
or willing to release that faculty person, absent clear fiscal incentives for doing so, consistent with her
responsibilities to her unit.

Another problem, perhaps even more challenging, is the problem of determining how funds for indirect
overhead costs are to be allocated, when a member of a department has been awarded external research
funds for work connected with a center. Obviously, departments might have a legitimate claim on at least
some part of such funds, given that much of what the faculty person does is based in and supported by
the department. Clearly, though, the relevant center will also have a legitimate claim on some part of such



funds, at least in many cases, and hence the problem arises of exactly what would constitute a fair division
of such funds. One solution, and we readily admit there are others, would be to subject centers to a lower
tax rate than colleges and departments. By in effect making centers "tax havens" in this way, one would
be creating the possibility of center "coalitions" that could offer participants more favorable terms than
the separate departments and colleges could offer them acting independently. As we have indicated,
though, this is simply an example of the sort of creative thinking we believe will be necessary if problems
like those sketched above are going to be solved. Our principal point here is simply that these and other,
related problems have to be faced and solved if the new system is going to provide an environment in
which centers will be able to flourish.

7. Interdisciplinary research and teaching

Closely related to our worries about funding for interdisciplinary research centers is a more general worry
about funding for interdisciplinary research and teaching as such. Everyone agrees that continuing and
possibly even enhanced support for selected interdisciplinary initiatives will be a key part of any credible
plan for moving Ohio State forward, in both research and teaching excellence, in the coming years. And
yet, as Ed and Bill are aware, funding such activities in a rational way constitutes an especially daunting
challenge in the sort of budgeting environment into which we are clearly moving. To take just one
example, it is clear that, quite apart from its other dangers, a system that rewards enrollment-based
revenue growth runs the risk of creating negative incentives for cross-disciplinary, jointly-taught courses.
We are frankly surprised that VIII is almost completely silent on how challenges of this sort will be met in
that environment. If the University is serious about interdisciplinarity, the new system will have to deal
much more explicitly, and much more carefully, with this issue and the problems it raises. As above, we
urge Steering to make attention to this critically important issue one of their own top priorities as we
move forward with the budget restructuring process.

8. Honors

We continue to be deeply concerned about the future of Honors in the type of budgeting system we
expect the University to adopt in the next year or two. Honors, along with the new Scholars program, is
absolutely critical, we believe, to any hope of making Ohio State a "top-ten" or "top-twenty" public
undergraduate educational institution in the next ten or twenty years. And yet, like its predecessors, VIII
appears to us to have little to say about how our Honors and Scholars programs will be able to thrive in
the new budgeting system. In response to our concerns, Ed and Bill seem to us to want to say that we can
count on the exemplary and historic commitment of our Honors faculty and staff to counter the dangers
we all agree the Honors and Scholars programs will face in the new system. There is no question, we
believe, that we can indeed count on our faculty and Honors staff people to continue their extraordinary
work, regardless of the fiscal environment in which they will be working. However, we also believe that it
is unrealistic, to put it mildly, to expect this alone to suffice to protect Honors from the clear dangers it
will face in the new environment, much less ensure that Honors (and the new Scholars program) will
thrive in that environment. We therefore call on Steering, most earnestly, to make it clear that an actual
plan for the support and possible enhancement of the Honors and Scholars programs must be a central
part of any further budget restructuring proposals that emerge from Bricker Hall.



9. Academic oversight

As we have indicated before, and as Ed and Bill are aware, a well-known danger of any budgeting system
that provides financial rewards, even thoughtful ones, for initiatives that involve increased enrollments, is
the creation of unintended incentives to behavior that will undermine rather than enhance the stature of
the relevant institution--"dumbing down" of courses, for example, disciplinary "imperialism," and so
forth. We feel that VIII, while acknowledging this danger, and paying lip-service to the need to anticipate
it, fails to provide even the beginnings of an adequate set of safeguards for avoiding it. Here, we believe,
rather than in the area of actual budgeting decisions, is where an "oversight" committee of some sort is
needed.  We have indicated before why we believe that the Council on Academic Affairs cannot be
expected to serve this function, at least in its present form: the colleagues who staff this committee are
already badly overworked; turning this task over to them would be both monstrously unfair and in effect
a decision to ignore this problem. There is, therefore, an urgent need, in our view, for more thought
about this problem and for concrete proposals on how the requisite oversight activities are to be made
possible in the new system--proposals that surely ought to include, we believe, the possibility of
permanent, centrally-funded staff support for these critically important activities. As with several other
issues addressed in this report, we urge Steering to make progress on this front one of its own priorities
as budget restructuring comes closer to becoming a reality at Ohio State.

10. Data

Finally, we have to say that we continue to be deeply concerned about whether the University will be able
to solve the data-delivery, accessibility and manipulation problems that have plagued
us since the introduction of ARMS nearly two years ago, and about whether the University will in fact be
able to move beyond these problems and begin to provide us with even more effective information
Systems. Clearly, if our new budgeting system is anything like the system described in VIII, it will be
essential for deans and their staffs, as well as for chairs and center directors and their staffs, to have
timely, accurate data in the many areas in which this data will be crucial to their survival in the new
system. And yet, despite recent progress, our experience with ARMS suggests, as does our experience
before ARMS, that it is extremely difficult for OSU to provide accurate data of the relevant sort in a
timely way. Unless this problem can be solved, we do not see how a transition to a more data-dependant
system can do anything but create greater morale problems rather than greater opportunities for growth
and institutional progress. The human resource costs, already enormous, would be staggering, in the
absence of progress on this front, and could well outweigh any gains a new system might bring us, if the
relevant problems are not solved before the move to the new system is undertaken.

IV.  Concluding remarks

Despite the very serious concerns just listed, and others that limits of time do not permit us to lay out
here, we are, as we hope we have made clear above, strongly supportive of a move in the direction of the
sort suggested in the most recent version of "Budget Restructuring VIII." As everyone knows, that
document is the result of nearly four years of work, work that involved close and very rewarding
interactions between our Committee and a number of colleagues from Bricker Hall, as well as between
various other faculty, students, and staff-members and the leadership in Bricker Hall. We feel that this



time has been well spent--very well spent--but we also feel that it is time now for the University to begin
the process of actually rebasing college budgets, where necessary, and at the same time implementing a
new budgeting system that will make the kind of academic progress we are all hoping for a reality.


